
Equity & Access Initiative



The Center for Dialog & Resolution's mediators would
tell you there's a point in time when conflict turns into
dialog - and dialog turns into resolution. Let's call that
the space between. 

The space between often does not happen on its own,
and that's why we exist. For more than 25 years, our
trained, impartial experts have fostered the creation of
that space, which includes listening, dialog, and
ultimately, conflict resolution.

People in our community require support to find the
space between and resolve their conflicts. From
revising parenting plans to settling small claims or
workplace conflict, CDR is often the required first
step. We are the only dispute resolution center serving
all of Pierce County.  As we navigate out of the
devastating pandemic, we know there will be a
crushing number of lawsuits, evictions and small
claims.  The Center requires support to sustain
accessibility to all who are needing our services.

With your support, the Center for Dialog & Resolution
will be able to provide services to navigate the space
between in what we know will be an unprecedented
number of conflicts. We do this through expert
mediation, the creation of new mediators with our
certified mediation trainings, and workshops to
improve facilitation services in our community. When
people have access to the space between, the
financial, emotional and societal costs are significantly
reduced. 

It's time for more people to experience the space
between. We need your investment to help them 
find it.   



&
Expand our entire community's
access to resolution and justice. 

Finances should not be a barrier to
mediation. Your investment will ensure
all who need dispute resolution have
access regardless of their ability to fully
fund the cost of mediation.

OUR INITIATIVE GOALS

Build a diverse mediator corps
to reflect the people we serve.

Imagine the impact of  mediators,
trainers and facilitators who more closely
represent the people accessing CDR's
services.  

Your support can create pathways to
recruit and train a diverse cadre of
mediators representative of our entire
community.
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Ensure conflict resolution
services in our community for
the next 25 years.

The Space Between Equity and Access
Initiative is designed to strengthen the
foundation of the Center for Dialog &
Resolution and fulfill its mission
established nearly three decades ago. 

Your investment will help fulfill our
community's need for social justice and
equity innovation.
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Create equitable pathways to
mediation and facilitation
training.

We must increase the number of people
who develop the skills needed to facilitate
peaceful dialog. 

Your donation will allow CDR to increase
the number of mediation and facilitation
trainings each year and provide
scholarship funds to expand access to the
trainings.



BUILDING UP THE VOLUNTEER MEDIATOR CORPS
During COVID, CDR lost 75% of its volunteer
mediators. Many did not feel comfortable mediating
on Zoom and prefer in-person.

CDR needs, but does not have, a volunteer
coordinator to keep volunteers engaged and support
Zoom technology for mediations.

Zoom mediations require more resources and time
than in-person, yet there is significant client benefit. 

THE SPACE 
BETWEEN &Need resources

Pre-mediation set-up and preparation by
staff; volunteer mediators fill that task for
in-person mediations.

Virtual mediation provides a platform so
clients do not have to take considerable
amounts of time off work to travel to and
from the Center in addition to the time of
the mediation.

There was a river in a
community where people

would often have to
rescue people who had

fallen in upstream. 
 

The question that was
never asked was "Why
don’t we find out why

they are falling into the
river in the first place,
instead of just pulling

them out?".

This campaign is about
going upstream.

&DIVERSITY
EQUITY

INCLUSION
ACCESS
JUSTICE

The Center is a safe, unbiased place for the BIPOC
community, including immigrants and other
marginalized communities, who have experienced a
disproportional lack of justice in the court system. 

The court system is bottlenecked, and access to justice
is prolonged. Delays can lead to conflict, crimes,
violence and frustration that often occur during the
prolonged court processes.

Funding will support recruiting and training of
mediators who reflect the diversity of our community.
Our goal is to double the mediator corps by 2024.

CDR's services provide opportunity for equalization of
power. 



THE NEED FOR SUPPORT

ANNUAL MEDIATION NEED

Facilitated 

Settlement Conference

Foreclosure*

Small Claims**

  $216,000

 $120,000

 $64,560

 $112,500

 $513,060

Cost of
Mediation 

   $42,144

 $42,143

- 

 $42,143

$124,800

County 
Subsidy

    $72,000

 $24,000

 $28,800

 -

 $261,830

Client Fees 
(before scholarships)

Need Per 
Mediation Type

   $(565.87)

 $(1,122.02)

 $(745.00)

 $(156.35)

 

 Need

    $(101,856)

 $(53,857)

 $(35,760)

 $(70,357)

$(261,830)
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    $120,000

 $12,000

 $60,000

$192,000

     $42,000

 $6,000

- 

 $48,000

ANNUAL MEDIATOR TRAINING NEED

Basic Mediation

Mediator Practicum*

Maintain Volunteer Mediators**

Participants Training
Cost

Tuition
Income

County 
Subsidy

 

                

 $40,000 

 $40,000

Total Annual
Need

    $(78,000)

 $(6,000)

 $(20,000)

 $(104,000)

*Required to become a certified mediator. This is in addition to the Basic Mediator Training. State standards to maintain certification are facilitate
four mediations per year and attend four in-service trainings.

**CDR conducts facilitative and settlement mediations in community and utilizes volunteer mediators to assist with state certification requirements.

*Statute sets $300 limit per party
**By statute: $29 fee paid to Pierce County, CDR receives $15.

 Mediation Type

 Training Type

TOTAL 2022

Projected 2023

Projected 2024

$240,000

$260,000

$52,000

$52,000

$40,000

-

($148,000)

($208,000)



Corporate

State/County Government General  Ops

Equity-Based Fee for Service

Foundations

Individual Donors

Space Between Matching Funds

Total Mediation Income

Total Mediation Expenses

Total Increase in Equity & Access Sustainability

$62,000 

$200,000

$124,280

 $163,125

 $135,000

$50,000 

$734,925

$580,030

$154,895

 2022
Budget/Need

    $77,500

? 

$256,800

 $163,125

 $148,500

- 

$645,925

$542,030

$103,895

2023
Projected

2024
Projected

    $116,250

? 

$256,800

 $163,125

 $163,350

-

$699,525

$562,030

$137,770

Income

 

REVENUE OVERVIEW

Double largest investment amount year one, decrease over next two years to reach current giving level.
Establish a $50,000 matching pool to incentivize Individual Giving – will be matched 2:1 in year one.
Fuel equity initiative, strengthen infrastructure, and build for the future.

Sponsorship of engagement events – led by board of directors
Equity initiative naming right opportunity to demonstrate their commitment to justice

Targeted campaign to individuals, including major gifts campaign to be led by board.
Initiative ask to Past Donors: 50% increase of largest historical gift, sustained for three years.
Raise $50,000 to release match from foundation partners: new and increased gifts and three-year pledges qualify

Advertise actual cost per service, and in dialog with clients, transition to a “pay what you can” model

BOARD IS 89% COMMITTED at increased giving level
 
FOUNDATION PARTNERS – (ALL CURRENT AND PAST PARTNERS)

CORPORATIONS 

INDIVIDUAL DONORS

EQUITY-BASED FEE FOR SERVICE

Initiative Fundraising Strategy

Income Projections Through 2024

These income sources are interdependent. Each is needed to achieve equity and access of
services. With adequate funding, CDR can offer mediation training, practicum and maintenance
that is consistent in both quality and quantity. The result is an engaged mediator corps that
supports equitable, accessible, high-quality, community-based mediation services.



&
After the pandemic hit, Amy lost her job and can't pay many of her
bills. She's wrestling with one big question: What am I going to do
when my landlord evicts me? 

Amy lives in a 3-bedroom house with a yard. It is just the right size to
raise her two kids, and although it's a rental, this place is home for her
family.  

Amy's biggest fear? Facing her landlord, Sarah. 

The thought of telling her landlord she can't pay her rent and doesn't
know when she will be able to pay keeps her from communicating at
all. The end of the rent moratorium means Sarah either has to pay her
rent or find another place to live.

Months behind, with no relief in sight, Amy loses sleep knowing she
and her kids may face homelessness and bankruptcy.

Amy's story is similar to about 8,000 others in Pierce County. Unable
to pay rent, and unsure what to do next.

Amy can't pay her rent

Your support can significantly reduce the
number of COVID-related evictions in Pierce
County this year. Through private and individual
funding, the Center for Dialog & Resolution can
offer reduced or free mediation for landlords
and tenants, reducing the potential for
homelessness and bankruptcy. 

For years, the investment house Sarah bought paid for itself. 

Sarah's rental income, along with her paycheck, brought in enough
money to cover the bills, with a little left each month for savings. A
few months after the pandemic began, however, Amy stopped
paying rent - and also stopped answering Sarah's calls. 

Sarah's biggest concern is putting a good person out on the street
because she's worried about losing her rental house, and possibly
even her own house. 

Many landlords in Pierce County face a similar situation to Sarah's.
Back rent is piling up and rental assistance is delayed. Landlords
don't know if or when they will be paid - or where the money will
come from. 

Sarah is Amy's landlord

THE SPACE BETWEEN

&scarcity security



Lily and her coworker Matt sparred constantly at
work. She dreaded going to work, suffered from
sleep loss, and considered leaving a job she used
to love. When Lily told her supervisor about the
issues, her boss scheduled a workplace
mediation with the Center for Dialog &
Resolution.  For Lily, mediation felt like
punishment and she doubted it would work. 

Matt and Lily's mediation started with anger and
resentment. Guided by trained mediators, the
conversation evolved into heartfelt dialog.
Instead of talking at each other, they learned to
simply listen.

In just three hours, Matt and Lily identified how to navigate their working relationship,
agreeing to sometimes disagree and recognizing they had far more in common than they
realized.  From that mediation came years of productivity and ease as Lily and Matt
worked together. Though resistant initially, Lily says “one day erased years of discontent,
and we both came away with tools that benefited not only our relationship, but how we
resolve conflict with others.”

T H E  S P A C E  B E T W E E N

hearing listening&
Lily & Matt

DENNY HECK, WA LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

“Too often, we’re talking at each other, talking past
each other and not hearing what is actually said…so
if we can avoid a shouting match or stepping into a

courtroom, shouldn’t we try to do that?”



When a Pierce County nonprofit wanted
to avoid the unproductive pitfalls
employees often fall into - spending time
in conflict, misunderstandings and
unhealthy dynamics - leaders called on
the Center for Dialog & Resolution.

The agency wanted help building its
leadership muscle and creating a positive
group dynamic. Its executive team
members, who recognized competing
priorities and client needs, wanted to be
in lockstep for the good of the
organization and the clients.

The executive director recognized his
investment would be dividends earned in
team unity and ultimately, client
outcomes. 

For more than two years, CDR led the
team through workshops, trainings and
one-on-one coaching as they established
best practices for internal communication
and strategic planning. 

With CDR’s facilitative guidance, the
entire staff put in practice CDR’s mediator
approach of “listen, learn, talk, act” into
their day to day work. 

The investment paid off with individual
and organizational growth, exponentially
increased productivity, and a culture of
valued communication.

THE SPACE 
BETWEEN &

THERE HAS BEEN
NO GREATER
RETURN ON

ANYTHING WE
HAVE DONE AS AN

ORGANIZATION
THAN THE

FACILITATION THE
CENTER FOR

DIALOG &
RESOLUTION HAS
OFFERED US OVER

THE PAST TWO
AND  HALF YEARS.

Pierce County Nonprofit Executive Director

pitfalls unity



OUR WORK BY THE NUMBERS - 2021

of clients recommend 
CDR mediation as a tool 

for conflict resolution

96%

1578
MEDIATIONS

VOLUNTEER 
MEDIATORS

177

95
RETAINED 
MAJOR DONORS

463
PEOPLE TRAINED

annual taxpayer
savings through

diverted court costs

$1.3M



Visual and verbal 
recognition at next event

Logo/name on 
website

Logo/name showcase 
on social media

EQUITY AND ACCESS INITIATIVE SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

 ThankYou@CenterForResolution.org |  717 Tacoma Ave. S Tacoma, WA 98402  | (253) 572-8657

We are a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. Donations are tax deductible.

The Center for Dialog & Resolution has served Pierce County for nearly three decades. We
launched The Space Between Initiative to raise money so we can serve for 25 more. Thank you
for considering a donation to make that possible!

We will recognize your support for the Center for Dialog & Resolution in these ways:

Platinum
$10,000

Feature video on CDR's 
social media sites

CDR Training
Registrations 

Ignite
$5,000

Connect 
$2,500

Hope
$1,000

Spark
$500 All

Logo/name on 
Supporter web page

Tickets to our next event

Acknowledgement 
in our newsletter
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Yearly for            years Monthly for            months

EQUITY AND ACCESS INITIATIVE COMMITMENT FORM

 ThankYou@CenterForResolution.org |  717 Tacoma Ave. S Tacoma, WA 98402  | (253) 572-8657

We are a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. Donations are tax deductible.

I/we wish to support the Center for Dialog & Resolution's Space Between Initiative to support civil dialog and
resolution well into the future. I/we commit to:

Amount of gift

Frequency of gift
One-time

Payment Options

Visa

I will pay by check (Payable to Center for Dialog & Resolution)

Mastercard

I authorize the Center for Dialog & Resolution to charge my payment(s) to this credit card:

American Express Discover

Card #

Expiration (MM/YY) CVV #

My company will match my contributions. My matching gift form is enclosed or forthcoming.

Recognition
Please print your name exactly as you wish it to appear for recognition. 

I prefer to remain anonymous

Donor Information

Name Company, if applicable

Address City

State Zip Code

Phone Email

Signature Date

Thank you! Please mail or email this form to the address below.

Include my logo included in recognition materials. (Email to: ThankYou@CenterForResolution.org)

Hope - $1,000Platinum - $10,000 Spark - $500Ignite- $5,000 Connect - $2,500

Other amount: $


